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leader” of Libya before the regime collapsed.2

1. Introduction

Conversely, countries like Brazil, India, China,
Russia3 and even Germany were reluctant

The Libyan crisis, which began in February

towards international action in Libya, or, as with

2011, culminated in the collapse of the Qaddafi

Germany, an outright refusal of involvement.4

regime. On 24 August 2011, rebel factions
eventually pushed into Tripoli, the Libyan
capital, a development that many commentators
believe marks the beginning of the end of the
42-years old regime. As at the time of writing,
the whereabouts of Qaddafi remain unknown.

Regional organizations are key actors in Libya.5
These are generally those that Libya is or not a
member of. The latter include NATO, the Gulf
Cooperation Council and the European Union
(EU),6 while the former include the League of
Arab States (LAS), the African Union (AU), the

Libya is a country that enjoyed one of the

Union of the Arab Maghreb (UAM), the

highest Human Development Indices in Africa.

Organization for the Islamic Conference (OIC),

Enormous proceeds from oil wealth allowed the

the Common Market for Eastern and Southern

Qaddafi regime to provide public services that

Africa (COMESA) and the Community of

can only be the envy of other African countries.

Sahelo-Saharan States (CEN-SAD).

Qaddafi and his family have ruled Libya as a
personal fief since he came to power in 1969.
They also had a strong and proven record of
survival which, until the events of 24 August,
led many to opine that the regime might yet

This note focuses on two main aspects of the
international involvement in Libya, namely: the
implementation of the no-fly zone and the
treatment of refugees.

survive to see another day. Responses to the
events in Libya have varied. Western countries
like the United States, the United Kingdom,

2. Use of no fly zone (NFZ)

France and most members of the North Atlantic
Treaty

Organization

(NATO)

condemned

Qaddafi’s use of brutal force to quell resistance
to his rule. Presidents Obama, Sarkozy and
Prime Minister Cameron have jointly justified
the international action in Libya as one taken in
order

to

protect

the

country’s

civilian

The NFZ over Libya was first proposed by the
UK’s Prime Minister David Cameron. Initially
there were mixed views about the proposal. The
initiative was aimed at prohibiting Qaddafi from
using air supplies to reinforce attacks on
civilians especially in the Eastern parts of the

population.1 Some in the US Administration
even started talking of Qaddafi as the “former
1

country. It was adopted by United Nations

forces of the authorities enforcing the ban.13

Security Council (UNSC) Resolution 1973.7

Even if the wording of the resolution seemed
clear it clouded the difficulties that would follow

Previous NFZs have not been directly authorized
via UNSC Resolutions but through extrapolation
from other resolutions. These include Operation
Northern Watch8

and

Operation Southern

Watch9 in North and Southern Iraq in the 1990s

leading some observers to argue that the text
was replete with handcuffs which NATO would
either

have

to

ignore

or

construe

disingenuously.14

following the first Gulf War. In the case of

One of the main dangers associated with

Bosnia Herzegovina (UNSC Resolution 781) the

previous NFZs had been that of mission creep:

objective was to prohibit military flights and

averting mandate over-reach. Mission creep

ensure safe passage of humanitarian assistance.

constituted one of the main challenges following

One of the critical aspects noted in previous

the Bosnian NFZ in the 1990s as the civilian

NFZs has been the gap that can exist between

protection mandate gradually metastasized into

the operational goal and strategic vision or

bomb shelling.15 This is also how the Libyan

political end-state of the NFZ.10 The operational

campaign evolved as “all necessary measures”

dimension of the NFZ is actually very easy to

were later interpreted to mean the ousting of

11

deal with. Reaching the political end state can

Qaddafi.

be challenging.
A few days following the adoption of Resolution
Resolution 1973 made clear that states or groups

1973 UK and French forces began operations to

of

or

enforce the NFZ. Subsequently, NATO took up

arrangements should take all necessary measures

the responsibility for the operations and has been

to protect the civilian population (paragraph 4).

the lead regional enforcing entity in the conflict.

It singled out the important role of the League of

The pressure put to bear on Col Qaddafi by

Arab States (LAS) in maintaining international

NATO

peace and security as pertains to Libya

organization is determined that Qaddafi be out

(paragraph 5). No mention was made of the AU.

of power by the end of September 2011.16 It may

Also the Secretary General of the Arab League

seem that that goal has now been achieved.

states

in

regional

organizations

has

been

considerable

and

the

had to be informed of all the actions being taken
by the states enforcing the NFZ.12 Paragraph 6
provided for a ban on all flights in the Libyan
airspace

so as to protect

civilians. But

exceptions were made to the ban. These related
to humanitarian flights and flights operated by

The LAS on its part has simply been alluded by
NATO and the coalition forces as a pretext to
legitimize operations on the ground. The
importance of the League was clearly evoked by
the numerous references made to it in UNSC
Resolution 1973. The League itself was one of
2

the foremost entities to demand the imposition

AU meetings on the crisis.20 The approach of

of a NFZ on Libya. Its secretary general Amr

LAS was to invite only the rebels as represented

Moussa said the NFZ demand had to be a

by the members of the Transitional National

preventive measure whose main goal is to

Council. Members

protect Libyan citizens. This move was welcome

Committee had planned to fly to Libya even

by Western leaders. Moussa noted that the NFZ

before the bombing in March but their

was the only way to protect people from

permission to travel was rejected.21 This

Qaddafi’s “disdainful” regime. He later declared

rejection was contrary to the terms of Resolution

that “The Arab League has officially requested

of 1973. The hurdles notwithstanding the AU

the United Nations Security Council to impose a

maintained a strong diplomatic front making

no-fly zone against any military action against

efforts to engage other regional actors like the

the Libyan people.” This announcement brought

LAS, the EU and the OIC on a negotiated

pressure on Western powers to act and also

solution. However the rebels rejected this route

came as Qaddafi’s forces had reclaimed the oil

and through continued attacks NATO forces

town of Ras Lanuf.17 The LAS took the decision

rendered the AU plan moribund.22

after hours of meeting with 21 foreign ministers
of the Arab nations. Libya was not invited as it
had been suspended from the LAS. Moussa
noted that the LAS would start working with the
rebels of the Transitional National Council

of the

AU Ad

Hoc

AU’s opposition to military intervention was
complemented
Presidents

by

Museveni

similar

responses

(Uganda),

by

Pohamba

(Namibia) and Mugabe (Zimbabwe). Former
African leaders also criticized the NATO actions

(TNC) based in Benghazi.

highlighting the problems that the crisis will
On its part the AU developed a road map for

cause other African countries in terms of lost

peace calling for a cease fire. The Union insisted

remittance from workers returning home and

on a cessation of violence.18 The AU’s Peace and

incidental hikes in unemployment.23 What is

Security

peace

more, while South Africa alongside Nigeria and

recognized the dangers posed by an unstable

Gabon voted for resolution 1973, President

Libya for regional peace. It took the approach of

Jacob Zuma would later state that “As South

creating a High Level Ad Hoc Panel composed

Africa we say no to the killing of civilians, no to

of leaders of South Africa, Congo Brazzaville,

the regime-change doctrine and no to the foreign

Mali,

AU

occupation of Libya or any sovereign state.”

Commission Chair.19 The group conducted a

Nigeria also slammed the NFZ on Libya.

number of meetings and visited Libya. One of

Foreign Minister Odein Ajumogobia criticized

the distinguishing features of the AU approach

the international community for acting to impose

unlike LAS’s was to invite both parties to the

a no-fly zone over Libya while falling short to

Council’s

Uganda,

road

Mauritania

map

and

for

the

3

protect civilians in Ivory Coast.24 Like the LAS

have been expected from the EU seemed to have

the AU has also been very critical of the manner

been undertaken by its individual countries like

in which the NFZ has been enforced. AU

UK, Denmark, France and Belgium. The lack of

Commission Chairman addressed a letter to the

a common approach from the EU following the

UNSC in which he noted that the actions of

crisis left some suggesting that the Union

NATO forces were illegal and completely

remains

beyond the remit of the requisites of Resolution

matters.31

irrelevant

to

important

security

1973.25 The highest AU organ, the Assembly
was even more forthright declaring in May 2011
that “the Assembly is of the well-considered
view that the continuation of the NATO-led
military operation defeats the very purpose for
which it was authorized in the first place, i.e. the
protection of the civilian population, and further
complicates any transition to a democratic

Even if Saudi Arabia was reticent on the issue of
NFZ other GCC members were adamant in
demanding an end to the Qaddafi regime. They
noted that Qaddafi had lost reason in dealing
with the crisis and that he had to step aside.
They underscored his loss of legitimacy and the
need for him to go.32 COMESA, UAM and
CEN-SAD have been more passive on the

dispensation in Libya.”26

developments in the country. In all these subThe

OIC

civilian

regional bodies to which Libya belongs one key

protection and also highlighted the need for an

goal in the founding documents is to ensure

intervention to respect Libya’s sovereignty. It

regional peace and stability. But this is not

also agreed to send a fact finding mission to the

transcribed into concrete actions or into the

country.

27

expressed

concern

for

The critical issue for the OIC was

kinds of tools that can be used to achieve such a

balancing the protection of civilians with the

goal, including NFZ enforcement. On the

complete rejection of an occupation force in

contrary regional organizations and agencies to

Libya.28 Individual OIC countries like the

which Libya is not member have been the most

United Arab Emirates, Qatar and Lebanon

vocal actors. Some of the reasons for this

became staunch supporters of actions against

include economic and geo-political motives.

Qaddafi.29

Economically Libya is an important player in the

The EU’s approach to the crisis and especially
with regard to the NFZ was initially timid and
confused. Countries like Malta, Italy and
especially Germany30 expressed caution as to

international oil market and securing a friendly
regime in Tripoli will be a worthwhile
investment for stability in the international oil
markets.

any military intervention in Libya. Whatever
bold and decisive collective action that might
4

Ghanaians).37 However, refugees fleeing from

3. Treatment of refugees

conflict have so far been only a small proportion
Since February 2011, the crisis has forced
thousands of people to flee the country by land,

of all the people crossing the Mediterranean in
search for greener pastures.38

air or sea to seek safer haven. According to

The EU’s response to Libyan refugees needs to

UNHCR data, by 9 May, a total of 751.207

be seen in this broader context of increased

people

into

migration flows triggered by the “Arab Spring”

neighbouring countries, including 267.197 Third

in North Africa, in particular from Tunisia to

had

crossed

from

Libya

33

Country Nationals (TCNs). A breakdown for 9

Italy and Malta. Since the majority of North

May shows that out of the total number 365.070

African migrants are considered “economic

have crossed the border to Tunisia, 270.839 to

migrants”, the EU’s reaction consisted mainly in

34

Egypt , 61.244 to Niger, 18.151 to Algeria,

joint border operations (Frontex) and financial

23.513 to Chad and 2.800 to Sudan. In addition,

assistance through its migration-related funds.39

a considerable number of Libyan nationals

Given that migrants from Tunisia (and other

(estimates by UNHCR amount to 200.000

African countries) continued to arrive, Italy

persons) are also internally displaced within the

decided unilaterally to issue temporary residence

country.

permits to Tunisian migrants, which would

Only around one percent of all people leaving
Libya have actually come to Europe. This is in
sharp contrast to the alleged “biblical exodus”
that 1.5 millions migrants would invade Europe
from Libya.35 According to the International

allow them to move freely within the Schengen
territory.40 This prompted France to reintroduce
internal border checks with Italy and triggered
serious discussions on the modification of the
Schengen rules both at EU and national levels.41

Organization for Migration (IOM), on 16 May,

With regard to Libya the situation is slightly

10.946 arrivals from Libya were counted in Italy

different because Libyans and TCNs arriving

36

and 1.106 for Malta. Other reported figures of

from Libya are considered (at least potential)

people arriving at the Southern shores of Europe

refugees seeking international protection. In this

are often higher, because North African migrants

situation, both Italy and Malta tried to invoke the

are counted in general (and not only those

EU Directive on Temporary Protection (2001),

arriving from Libya). Taking into account also

which aims to harmonize temporary protection

arrivals from Tunisia, the total number of new

for displaced persons in cases of mass influx on

arrivals in Italy since mid-January amounts to

the basis of solidarity between Member States

34.460 people, among them 23.230 Tunisians

(MS).42 Both Italian foreign minister Franco

and

Frattini and the Maltese MEP Simon Busuttil

11.230

other

nationalities

(including

Nigerians, Eritreans, Ivoirians, Somalis and
5

called on the Commission to activate this

This focus on enhanced border control and

mechanism to assure an equal distribution of

financial assistance should however not conceal

refugees among Member States.43 The request

that there are common rules on how to deal with

was however turned down on grounds that the

refugees at EU level. In the framework of the

situation did not really meet the criteria as laid

Common European Asylum System (CEAS) EU

down in the directive.44

Member States are bound to comply with the
requirements laid down in different sources of

Instead, the European Commission provided
financial and operational support to both sides of
the

Mediterranean.

Through

ECHO,

the

Commission has allocated around 70 million €
in response to the humanitarian needs triggered
by the Libyan crisis.45 These funds support
among others actions by UNHCR, IOM and
other international partners to assist the people
fleeing Libya (Libyans and TCNs), evacuate
(and where possible repatriate) TCNs fleeing
from Libya, contribute to the setting-up and
management of border camps at the Tunisian
and

Egyptian

borders

with

Libya

etc.46

Moreover, 10 million € were used for the

EU asylum law. It is beyond the scope of this
Policy Brief to assess whether Italy or Malta are
complying with these rules. Finally, one possible
way of coordinated action would have been
through the recently established European
Asylum Support Office (EASO).49 In the case of
Libya this was however not (yet) an option,
because EASO became only fully operational on
19 June 2011. It remains to be seen in how far
this new European agency will work in such
situations since it explicitly refers to “support
Member States subject to particular pressure on
the asylum and reception system”.50

reintegration of Chadian migrants returning to

The AU has launched several initiatives to

Chad. In addition, there are several migration-

contribute to the political solution of the Libyan

related funds available to EU Member States to

crisis. While some of the provisions outlined in

deal with the recent human displacements:

these proposals may refer to the protection of

External

Borders

civilians and/or foreign nationals, it is not

Refugee

Fund

Fund

Return

European
and

entirely clear if there has been any coordinated

Integration Fund. Emergency funding of 25

action at AU level to alleviate the fate of

million € allocated under the EBF and ERF has

refugees fleeing from Libya.51 The 1969 OAU

been mobilized to support those Member States

Refugees

most exposed to increased migration pressure.47

framework targeting the specific problems of

Moreover,

Commission announced to

refugees in Africa, does apply in principle.

increase funding under the EBF for actions in

Whether it has been used by the respective AU

the field of border management and visa policy

Member States as a legal basis for granting

the

(ERF),

(EBF),

Fund

Convention52,

a

regional

legal

in 2012.48
6

international protection to people fleeing from

movement

of

people

which

is

regulated

Libya needs careful examination elsewhere.53

primarily through bilateral accords. COMESA
has adopted concrete instruments on intra-

The OIC has launched various appeals to its
member states to assist with the evacuation of
displaced people fleeing from Libya into
neighboring countries. On 1st March 2011, the
Secretary General of the OIC, Prof. Ekmeleddin
Ihsanogu, called on member states to assist the
Tunisian government by providing transport
means to return displaced people to their
countries of origin.54 The OIC organized a fact-

regional migration, although they remain largely
unimplemented. No regional instruments exist
so far targeting refugees in particular and there
have also been no signs of common action. The
same seems to apply to the LAS, although
Member States such as the United Arab
Emirates have been particularly active in
supporting concrete relief operations in Libya.57

finding mission to assess the humanitarian
conditions in the affected border areas with
Egypt and Tunisia, which was the basis for
further appeals and action. It also coordinated

4. Policy implications and way
forward

concrete evacuation operations and has been
involved in the distribution of relief items to
people in refugee camps at the Tunisian Libyan

There is a strong disconnect between what is
being done by the regions in which Libya is
member and what could be done. This may be

border.55

attributed to the fact that the regions themselves
CEN-SAD, LAS, UAM and COMESA have

do not sufficiently collaborate on security,

apparently not reacted in any coordinated

refugee issues and humanitarian matters. To

manner to the refugee flows stemming from

avert possible duplication, it is vital for the UN

Libya. Within the CEN SAD the principle of

to call for a meeting of all the regional entities in

free movement remains largely a paper objective

which Libya is member so that a clear regional

and travel between the Member States is

response to the crisis can be adopted. This is

regulated primarily by bilateral agreements.56

because the crisis in the country cannot be

There is no indication of a common position or

solved in isolation to the problems faced by

action in the case of refugees coming from

Tunisia, Egypt and Algeria. Second, on the

Libya, which might not be surprising given the

security side, in future, the regional entities not

fact that Qaddafi himself has been the driving

participating in such a campaign on the NFZ

force behind this regional organization. The

should push the NATO members to be

UAM

unambiguous

also

organization

remains
especially

a

rather

dormant

concerning

the

on

the

link

between

the

operational goals and the political end-state.
7

There are many equivocations on this nexus.

toolkits to commonly address a crisis of this

Regional bodies like the AU and the LAS need

kind. Regional bodies need therefore to establish

to take a proactive stance on helping Libyans

mechanisms to allow for burden sharing and

reach a political end-state. Moving forward

collective solutions to avoid protracted refugee

attention has to be on the political vision. As at

situations.

the time of writing it is clear that Qaddafi will be
removed. But how will the millions of Libyans
who revere him be accommodated into the new
political realities? Unlike Egypt and Tunisia
where there were political parties what is more
common in the Libyan society are the tribes.
Forging strong alliances between the tribal
leaders and the new leaders of the TNC will be
critical.

The EU’s limitation to enhanced border control
and financial support reveals at least three major
weaknesses in the way the EU generally deals
with TCNs seeking protection. First, the existing
legal framework is still incomplete and partly
inefficient. There is currently no formula or
mechanism to distribute protected persons
within the EU (“burden sharing”) or to jointly
address resettlement of refugees from third

In terms of refugees, regional organizations in

countries. Second, it shows the lack of political

North Africa have not reacted in a coordinated

will to make use of existing instruments (e.g.

manner. In the majority of cases (LAS, CEN-

Temporary Protection) and act in the spirit of the

SAD, UAM and COMESA) this inability only

Treaty (“Solidarity”). Last but not least, the

reflects the general lack of common instruments

current situation also unveils a fundamental

to deal with migrants or/and refugees. Most of

paradox of the EU when dealing with people’s

the Member States of these organizations are

movements, such as how to reconcile the aim of

legally bound to various international refugee

enhanced border control with assuring that

conventions (1951 Geneva Convention or 1969

asylum seekers have access to safe territory and

OAU Convention), but there are no sub-regional

asylum procedures.
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